Interdisciplinary project study (IDP) - Frontend/Backend development

Who we are

Retorio’s motivation is to decipher human personality traits and communication behavior to help companies identify talent more efficiently and develop it better further. We have developed a cutting edge technology that helps people to become more confident when making decisions about whom to hire and how to communicate with other people. Thereby, we combine latest research from two disciplines: psychology and artificial intelligence. With our products, we bring science into HR.

The Role(s) & Responsibilities

Data visualization
We are charting personality and so can you: help us build a library of interactive charts and visualizations for presenting human personality.

Quality assurance
With growing complexity comes growing responsibility: help us ensuring quality and stability by implementing an environment of automated integration and end-to-end tests

Full Stack development
You want to work on a broad stack in web development? We are offering more IDPs in frontend (React), backend (node.js/express) and mobile app (React Native) development

Our Values
We trust you making projects successful. Having autonomy and responsibility is something we embrace.
Learning does never stop. We like to get stimulated by new things.

Required Hard Skills
- You have experience with modern Javascript Frameworks, ideally React (frontend) or Express (Backend)
- You have some experience with cloud technologies (serverless deployments, managed databases)
- You are interested in growing your skills

Submit your questions or applications directly to Prof. Dr. Isabell Welpe (welpe@tum.de) & Retorio Co-Founder Christoph Hohenberger: Christoph@retorio.com in one .pdf. We will both get in touch with you shortly.